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INTRODUCUON 
IN [3], the following question was raised: 
“Does there exist a submersion f: R3 + R* with a knotted fibre?“. 
In this paper, we affirmatively answer the above question. That is, we prove the 
following: 
THEOREM A. For any link L in R’, there exists a suhmersionf: R’ -+ R2 and a point x E R2 
such that the union of compact components off - ’ (x) is L. 
We mention that M. W. Hirsch stated a similar (but easier) result as an cxcrcisc in the 
book [4], page 32, exercise 6. 
Theorem A can bc interprctcd as follows. Let cp, bc a flow on R3. Ajirsc integral of cp, is 
a smooth function H: R’ + R such that H ocp , = H and H is not constant. Two first 
integrals/, and f2 arcfirnctionolly independent if df, and df2 arc linearly independent at every 
point x E R’. Then WC have 
COROLLARY. For any link L in R’, there exists a non-singularjiow cp, on R3 such that cp, 
has two functionally independent first integrals and L consists of periodic orbits of cp,. 
In fact, let f = (f,,/;): R3 -+ R2 be a submersion in Theorem A. Then f defines a one 
dimensional foliation 9 on R3 whose leaves arc components of preimages of points by/. Let 
X be a non-singular smooth vector field tangent to 9 and cp, a flow generated by X. Then fi 
and f2 are functionally independent first integrals of 9,. 
Our proof of Theorem A is elementary and constructive. An immediate corollary of the 
proof of Theorem A is the following. 
A flow cp, is called non-singular Morse-Smale if the non-wandering set Q(p,) is the finite 
union of hyperbolic periodic oribits of cp, and stable and unstable manifolds of periodic 
orbits intersect transversely. 
THEOREM 0. For any link L in R’, there exists a non-singular Morse-Smalejlow (p, on R’ 
such that R(cp,) = L. 
In this paper we work in the smooth category. 
I. SIMPLE FOLIATIONS 
Let M be a 3-manifold and S a 2-manifold. A submersion f: M -, S defines a one 
dimensional foliation 9 on M. A foliation is called simple if it is globally defined by 
a submersion. A simple foliation is characterized by the following two properties. 
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(1.1) For each point x E M, ther exists a transverse 2-disk LIZ to 9 at x such that each 
leaf of 9 either intersects D2 exactly once or never intersects D’. 
(1.2) There exists an immersion y: M/S + S, where M/9 is the leaf space. 
Note that by the property (1.1) the leaf space M/S becomes a (possibly non-Hausdorf) 
manifold with a natural differential structure. Let q: M --, M/9 be the quotient map. Then 
f = g 3 q: M -+ S is submersion defining 9. 
Therefore the strategy of the proof of Theorem A is to construct a one dimensional 
foliation 9 satisfying the properties (1.1) and (1.2) for M = R3 and S = R* such that the link 
L is a union of leaves of 9. 
2. AN EXTENSION OF A SUBMERSION AND A THEOREM OF WHITNEY 
WC set D(r) = {(x, y) E R*Ix* + y* 2 r), D2 = D(1) and A = {(x. y) E R*I l/2 s 
x2+4 =I * < 1. We denote ]a, b[ an open interval with end points a and b. We consider 
a submersion j: A x10, I[ 4 R* which satisfies the following condition. 
(2.1) f= g up, where p: A x JO. I[ --* A is the projection onto the first factor and g: 
A -+ R* is an immersion. 
The following elementary lemma is useful. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let f: A x 10, I[ + R* be u submersion safis/ying the condition (2.1). Set 
S’ = {(.~,y)o R*jx* + y * = l/2}. Ifthe immersion g]S’: St + R* of(2.1) regularly homotopic 
to the irlclusiort nurp i: S’ -+ R’, then f extends to a subnzersionf D* x10, l[ -, R2. 
Proofi Let G: S’ x [O. I] -+ R’ be a regular homotopy such that G(s, 0) = g(s) and 
G(s. I) = i(s). Since G is a regular homotopy, the map G: S’ x [0, 1) -+ R’ defined by 
@.s, t) = (G(s, t), t) is an immersion. We glue A, S’ x [0, l] and D(1/2) by maps 
c: s’x{o}-+s’ c A,xx{O) HX and 
d: S’x{l}-+S’ c D(1/2),xx{l}t+x. 
Then the glued space is diffeomorphic to D*. Consider a map Gt: 
D* 5 A u,(S’ x (0, l]) u *D( l/2) -+ R’ defined by 
if xEA 
if x E St x [0, l] 
if x E D( l/2) 
By smoothing G, at the boundary of S’ x [O, 11, we obtain an immersion G2: D* + R’ 
such that GII A = g. Considering a tubular neighborhood of G2(D2) locally we have an 
immersion 1,: Dz x 10. I [ -+ R ‘. Then /= po/r: 0’ x (0, 1) + R* is a desired submersion, 
where p: R’ = R* x R + R* is the projection onto the first factor. 
Note that a prcimage of a point by fin Lemma 2.2 has no compact component. 
Next we state Whitney’s theorem [6] which gives the classification of regular homotopy 
classes of immersions of the circle S’ into R*. 
Let K be the circle S’ or a closed interval [a, b] and a: K -+ R2 an immersion. Let G,: 
K -+ S’ be a Gauss ~unp of a defined by G,(t) = ci(t)/lai(t)l. 
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Definition 2.3. The winding number W(z) of an immersion I: K + R2 is: 
(1) In the case K = S’, W(z) = degree of G,. 
(2) In the case K = [a, b]. W(z) = Ga(b) - Gz(a), where G,: [a, b] -+ R’ is a lift of G, to 
the universal covering space R’ of S’ = R’/Z. 
THEOREM 2.4. (Whitney). Two immersions Q, and z2: S’ + R2 are regularly homotopic if 
and only if W(X,) = W(z2). 
Hence by Theorem 2.4 we have 
PROPOSITION 2.5. For a submersionf= gap: A x10, l[ + R2 as in (2.1). ij W(glS’) = 1, 
then/extends to a submersionf: D2 x30, l[ + R2. 
The following are obvious. 
II-1 
LEMMA 2.6. If K = [CC,. a,] u . . . u Ca,-l, 4, then W) = 1 W(aI[ai, ai+ll). 
t=o 
LEMMA 2.7. IfK = [a, b] and a,: K + R2 is a regular homotopy such that GmC(a) = G,,(a) 
and G,,(b) = G,O(b)jor all t E [0, 11. then W(a,) = W’(a,). 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
Let Q = D2 x S’ be a solid torus and I= {(U,O)lO E Sl} a diagonal curve on dQ = T2. 
Let N(I) be a tubular neighborhood of I in aQ. Let k: d(D2 x 10, l[) + N(I) be an orientation 
preserving diffeomorphism. If we glut D2 x10, I[ to Q by k, then the interior of 
(D2 x10, I[) ukQ is dilleomorphic to the Euclidean space R’. 
By Alexander’s theorem [ 11, WC can assume that the given link L in R’ is an n-braided 
link in Q. 
The proof of Theorem A will proceed as follows. First, we construct a foliation 9, in 
Q such that L is a union of leaves. Second, we cut Q by some surfaces to get Q’ so that the 
foliation F2 induced on Q’ from 9i satisfies the condition (1.1). But the leaf space Q/.9, is 
not necessarily immersed into R2. Third, we remove some D2 x10, l[s from Q’. Let Q” be 
the resulting space and 9-J the restriction of Y2 to Q”. Then the leaf space Q”/9, can be 
immersed into R2. Hence there is a submersion/: Q” + R2 such that L consists of leaves of 
9,. Finally, applying Proposition 2.5 we extendfi Q” + R2 to the submersion]r: R3 + R2. 
Step 1. Let 6,, . . . , (T. be standard generators of the n-braid group B,. For the 
definitions of braid group and braided link we refer [2] and [S]. We define a corresponding 
difleotopy t+!~,,, on D2 for i = 1. . . . , n. 
We denote B(x, r) a 2-disk with center x and radius r. Set 
a,=(- 1/2+(i- 1)/n- 1,0)cD2 for i = 1, . . . , n and bl = (a,_ 1 -t- ai)/ for 
i=2...., n. Set 6 = lai - ai_i1/2. Let pi+: [0, l] + Dz be a path from ai_i to ai along 
dB(bi, b) in the clockwise direction such that p:(t) = ur_ l and p:(l - t) = ai for small 
t 2 0. Set p; : [0, 11 -+ D2, p;(t) = (pf( 1 - t), - p!( 1 - t)), where p+ (1) = (p;(c), p:(c)). 
For sufficiently small E > 0, we set Bi = E(Ui, E) for i = 2, . . . , n. We define 
I/J,.,: D2 + D2 as follows. Set 
1 
X + p:(I) - C7i-i if XEBi-1 
$i.,(?r) = X + P;(f) - 0, if XEBi 
x if x E D2 - B(bi, 8) 
and we extend I++,., to a diffeotopy on Dz by the isotopy extension theorem for each i. 
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Let af,(t’ . . . a:irn’ (e(i) = 1 or - 1) be a representation of L in n-braided group B,. The 
corresponding composition of diffeotopies I(li., defines a diffeotopy $, on LIZ. I,+, has the 
following two properties. 
(3.1) $, is the identity map on a collar neighborhood of dD* in 0’ for any c E [0, 11. 
(3.2) $,I Bi is a parallel translation for any t E [0, l] and i = 1, . . . , n. 
The diffeotopy Jl, defines a one dimensional foliation on 0’ x [O. 1) with leaves 
{($,(x). t)lr E [O, 11) for x E D’. We regard Q = D* x S’ as D* x [0, l] identifying D* x {0} 
and 0’ x {l} by (x, 0) c-, (x, 1). Let 9t denote the one dimensional foliation induced on Q. 
The foliation 9, satisfies 
(3.3) 9t is a product foliation on a collar neighborhood of 8Q in Q with leaves 
{x} x S’. x E D*. 
(3.4) We set Oi = {(tit(x), t)lt E [0, 11, x E Bi}. Then the union of Ot, . . . , 0, is dif- 
feomorphic to a disjoint union of solid tori T,, . . . , Tk in Q, where k is the number of 
components of L, and 4F, I T, is isomorphic to the product foliation in D* x S’ with leaves 
{x} x S’ for each j = 1,. . . , k. 
(3.5) The union of leaves intersecting {at, . . . , a,} x {0} is exactly L. 
Step 2. In general the global holonomy $ = 1(/t of 9, has very complicated dynamics. 
So we must kill the holonomy of 9t to get a new foliation which satisfies the condition 
(1, I). 
Put cl = (0, I) E D* and c2 = (0. - 1) E D*. Let 1: be the segment from c, to a, and 
1; the scgmcnt from c2 to a,. Let NC and N; be a sufftciently small tubular neighborhood 
of 1: and 1; in D* respectively such that NT n NY = I$. WC set 
where SF denotes the interior of B,. Set Kf = D* - A+ and K- = D* - A-. 
We can assume that 
(3.6) 9,lD* x [0, l/2] is the product foliation with leaves {(x, t)lt E [0, l/2]}, x E 0’. 
We set 
Q’=Q-[(K+x{l/6})u(K-x(1/3})]. 
Then the interior of Q’ is diffeomorphic to the interior of Q. We denote F2 the restriction of 
9, to Q’. 
LEMMA 3.7. The foliation F2 on Q’ satisfies the condition (1.1). 
Proof. Since D2 - (K + u K-) = WI=, Bi, each leaf of 9, except leaves in uf_ 1 TI 
intersects(K+x{l/6})u(K-x(1/3}). H ence by (3.6) the foliation .F2 on Q’ satisfy the 
condition (1.1). 
The leaf space Q’/F, can be described as follows. We set V, = D* x {Oj and 
V2=D2~{l/4}.Leth+:A+x{1/4}-+A+x{O} c V, be a map given by (x, l/4) I-B (x, 0) 
andh_:A-x{1/4}+II/(A-)x(0} c V, a map given by (x, l/4) CI (II/(x), 0). We define an 
equivalent relation w on Y, u V2 as follows. 
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(3.8) For x, L’ E I’, u VI, x 5 y if and only if there exists a composition map 
h=s,~~~~~s,wheres~,...,s,areelementsof{h+,h_,h;‘,h~‘}suchthath(x)=y. 
Then we have Q’/s, = V, u V,/ z . 
At this stage, Q’/Y2 is not necessarily immersed into R’. 
Step 3. Let E be a small collar neighborhood of dD* in 0’. Let D,,, DI, . . . , D, denote 
the connected components of Dz - (E u A+ u A-). We can assume that Di is diffeomor- 
phic to the 2-disk for i = 0, . . . , n. We set 
Q” = Q’ - ( fi D, x ]1/6,1,3[). 
i=O 
Let 9j denote the restriction of Ft2 to Q”. Set 
N = Q”/P,. 
Let q: Q” + N be the quotient map. 
We construct an immersion of N into R ‘. Set P, = (E u A + u A - ) x ( I /4} c V2. Let 
i,: V, -+Q”and it: t, + Q” be the inclusion maps. Set jr = qoi,: V, + N and j, = qoi,: 
Vr 4 N. 
The map h,: pz -, VI for t E [O, I] is defined by 
if XEE or _KEA+-A- 
if x E A - 
(3.9) 
Notice that h, is not necessarily continuous at At n dA- and that jr oh, = jr. 
If x E E, then we identify q((x. l/4)) and q((x. 0)) E N. Let fi be the identified space, and 
h^: N 4 fi the quotient map. From (3.3) and (3.4) we have 
LEMMA 3.10. ti is obtained from V, = D2 by identi/ying some Bps corresponding to the 
same component of the link L. and the map J’, = h^oj, is a surjective immersion with 
j-, 0 h, = &aj2. 
The following lemma is easy to prove. 
LEMMA 3.1 I. There is a regulur homotopy g,: D2 -+ R2 of immersions of D2 into R2 
sutis/ying 
(1) go: D2 -+ R2 is the inclusion map. 
(2) gl(Bi) = B(O,&)fir i = 1.. . . ,II. 
(3) g,l B,: B, + R2 is a parallel translation for any t E [0, l] and i = 1, . . . , n. 
By Lemma 3.10 and Lemma 3.1 I (I), we have 
LEMMA 3.12. There exists an immersion g: 6 4 R2 such that goj, = 81. 
Consequently we have the following commutative diagram. 
(3.13) 
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a 
Step4. Weset~=g~h~q:Q”~RZand~,=dDifori=O,...,n.Recallthat W(U) 
denotes the winding number of z. 
LEMMA 3.14. W(fl vi) = W(gr “hr Iri) = 1 j”or i = 0, * . . , IL 
Proof We divide ‘ii into v; and r,?, where v; = ‘/i n K - and 7: = yi - 7;. Then from 
(3.2) and Lemma 3.11 (3) the values of end points of y; by Gauss maps of yIo h,ly; are 
constant for t E [O, 13. The same statement holds for 7:. Since g,, 0 holi’i is the inclusion map, 
by Lemma 2.6 and 2.7 we have W(fl yi) = 1. 
Let y be a simple loop in IJQ such that y keeps off (K, x {l/6}) u (K, x {l/3}) and is 
homotopic to the diagonal curve in c?Q = dD* x S’ and transverse to 9,. Let N(y) be 
a small tubular neighborhood of y in 8Q’ such that 9r IN(i) is isomorphic to a product 
foliation on S’ x10. I[ with leaves {x} x10, l[ XE S’. We attach D* x10, I[ to Q’ by an 
orientation preserving diffeomorphism k: d(D* x10, l[) -+ N(y). Then the interior of the 
space (0’ x 10. I [) u L Q’ is diffeomorphic to R’. 
By a similar argument in Lemma 3.14 we have 
(3.15) W(/ly) = I. 
Therefore by Lemma 3.14 and (3.15) applying Proposition 2.5 we extend the submer- 
sion/= gol;oq: Q”- R* to DiX]l/6, 1/3[(i = 0,. . . ,n) and D* ~10, I[, WC have a sub- 
mcrsion J R’ 4 R*. If x E f?(O, E), then the union of compact components ofr-‘(x) is the 
given link L. This completes the proof of Theorem A. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM B 
WC can assume that for cachj = I, . . . , k thcrc is a compact .;P,- saturated ncighbor- 
hood S, of T, in Q such that u” ,_ I S, is a disjoint union of solid tori S,, . . . , Sk, For eachj, 
by taking a suitable coordinate WC can think that S, = D* xS’ I T, = D(I/2)xS’ and 
{0} x S’ c S, is a component of L. We dcfinc a one dimensional foliation .@ on D* x S’ as 
follows. 
Let p: [O. l] + [O, I] be a ditfeomorphism satisfying: 
p(r) -= r for O<r< 1. (4.1) 
p(r) = (1/2)r for 0 5 r 5 314. (4.2) 
p’(l) = I. (4.3) 
Set p,(r) = tp(r) + (I - r)r. Then we have dilfeotopy n,: D* + D* defined by 
rr,(re”) = p,(r)P, where reie E D*. The diffeotopy n,: D* --c D* defines a foliation .@ on 
D* x S’. 
Replacing 9, IS, by .@ from 9r for each j, we have a foliation .@, on Q. Starting from 
3, instead of 9,, the same procedure of the proof of Theorem A determines a one 
dimensional foliation Y on R3. 
Let X be a non-singular complete vector field on R3 tangent to 3 and q,: R’ -. R’ a flow 
generated by X. Then it is not difficult to check that q, is a non-singular Morse-Smale flow 
on R’ with zT(cp,) = L. 
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